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10 		Classical background: Genesis & pre-Greek; 
excerpts from Kuhn, Copernican Revolution (web)
12		Classical background: Greek & Ptolemaic Universe
			excerpts from Lindberg, Beginnings of Western Science (web)
17		Dante Quaestio (web)
19		Dante, Paradise II (web)
24		Medieval to Renaissance: 
Petrarch on aging, Sen. 12.1; Boccaccio on the plague, Decameron (web)
26		Leonardo, his life and times, Notebooks 285-392
31	Leonardo, on method, experience, science, elements, forces, 
		mechanics, Notebooks 1-86
Feb. 2		Leonardo, on the arts, Notebooks 107-227
7		Leonardo, on flights, Notebooks 87-106; Paper #1 due
9		Copernicus and background to Scientific Revolution
14		Galileo, on Dante’s hell (web) and Sidereus Nuncius
16		Galileo, Letters on Sunspots
21		Galileo, Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina
23		Galileo, Dialogue concerning the Two Chief World Systems 
28		Galileo, Dialogue concerning the Two Chief World Systems 
March 2   	Leopardi, The Copernicus (web); Paper #2 due
Spring break
14		Torricelli and Accademia del Cimento (web)
16 		Torricelli, 2; Newton and the new synthesis (web)
21		Galvani & Volta, from Pera, The Ambiguous Frog, pp. xx-xxvi; 3-68
23		Galvani & Volta, from Pera, The Ambiguous Frog, 69-116
28		Galvani and Volta, from Pera, The Ambiguous Frog, 117-75
30		Image of Electricity (Frankenstein, et al.) (web)
April 4		Marconi, biographical sketches of the man (web)
6		Marconi, Nobel Speech (web)
11		Fermi and atomism, Atoms in the Family
13		Fermi, Atoms in the Family
18		Levi, Periodic Table





3 short papers, 5 pages maximum (25% each).   Topics to be announced (though you have the option, with prior approval, of picking your own topic as long it is on the theme.)*  Active intelligent class participation (25%)






Readings marked with “web” above will be available under the “documents” folder on the course website.  The following texts are available for purchase in the book center.  

Required: 
The Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci (Oxford World's Classics) (Paperback)
by Leonardo Da Vinci (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Leonardo%20Da%20Vinci&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​), Leonardo Da Vinci (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Leonardo%20Da%20Vinci&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​), Irma A. Richter (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Irma%20A.%20Richter&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​) (Editor) 
	Paperback: 430 pages




Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo (Paperback)






Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems (Modern Library Science) (Paperback)
by Albert Einstein (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Albert%20Einstein&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​) (Foreword), Galileo (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Galileo&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​), John Heilbron (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=John%20Heilbron&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​) (Introduction), Stillman Drake (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Stillman%20Drake&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​) (Translator)
	Paperback: 640 pages




Ambiguous Frog: The Galvani-Volta Controversy on Animal Electricity (Hardcover)
by Marcello Pera (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Marcello%20Pera&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​), Jonathan Mandelbaum (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Jonathan%20Mandelbaum&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​) (Translator)
	Hardcover: 238 pages




Atoms in the Family: My Life With Enrico Fermi (History of Modern Physics, 1800-1950, Vol 9) (Hardcover)
by Laura Fermi (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Laura%20Fermi&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​)
	Hardcover: 267 pages




The Periodic Table (Paperback)
by Primo Levi (​http:​/​​/​www.amazon.com​/​exec​/​obidos​/​search-handle-url​/​index=books&field-author-exact=Primo%20Levi&rank=-relevance%2C%2Bavailability%2C-daterank​/​002-2358144-0971206​)
	Paperback: 240 pages
	Publisher: Schocken; Reissue edition (1995)
	Language: English
ISBN: 0805210415

